Temporary Protective Films

Protecting What Matters

Pregis
Pregis PolyMask temporary protective films cover every major market and application requiring surface protection during stages of manufacture up through shipping and final assembly. The below guides help easily identify our "Go To" products for the most common applications we face. However, this does not represent our entire portfolio of market solutions. Our team of specialists are ready to assist you with more information or a consultation.

**Protective Film Solutions for Virtually Any Surface**

**Example: Metal Roofing Panels**

**Example: Anodized Aluminum**

---

**COATED METALS**

- **Start with 2A825C**
  - Need value option?
  - Need less elongation?
  - Protecting an appliance coating?
  - Protecting high gloss paint?
  - Protecting a textured surface?
  - Need multi-surface compatibility?
  - Need more abrasion resistance?
  - Protect diamond plate or textured metal?
  - Protect mirror or bright annealed surface?
  - Need protection during laser cutting (CO2)?

**UNCOATED METALS**

- **Start with 21825C**
  - Need value option?
  - Need more elongation (for forming)?
  - Protect mirror or bright annealed surface?
  - Protect diamond plate or textured metal?
  - Need UV protection?
  - Need protection during laser cutting (CO2)?
What is Your Automotive Interior Application?

- Protecting high-gloss interior parts?
- Protecting textured plastic?
- Protecting OEM carpet?
- Protecting aftermarket carpet?
- Protecting appliqué surface? (wood grain/coated)
- Protecting gloss/smooth interior surface?
- Protecting high-gloss interior parts?

What is Your Automotive Exterior Application?

- Protecting exterior lights/lenses?
- Protecting the wheel/rim?
- Need more adhesion?
- Need more protection?
- Need maximum protection?
- Need value option?

What is Your Plastics & Appliance Application?

- Need better clarity or have high temp application?
- Protecting injection molded plastics?
- Need more abrasion resistance?
- Need UV protection?
Need more elongation?
Need fire/flame retardant?
Need moisture resistance?
Need more abrasion resistance?
Need value option?

Start with 2192C
For Non-Automotive

2159C
Protecting granite or marble?
Protecting LPL/HPL laminate?
Need value option?
Need more protection?

Start with 2159C
For Finished Wood

2159C
Protecting granite or marble?
Protecting LPL/HPL laminate?
Need value option?
Need more protection?

Example: Carpeted Stairways
Example: Sliding Glass Doors
Example: Marble Countertops
Your Customers Expect Perfection

Customers expect a pristine product to be delivered every time. Pregis PolyMask temporary protective films guard your product's surface from scratches, abrasions and contamination during all stages of manufacturing and shipment. We have the experience to provide you the right protective film solution for virtually any application and help you deliver that perfection to your customer time and time again.

What Are Temporary Protective Films?

- Pressure-sensitive adhesive coated film (aka surface protection film, protective tape, protective masking)
- Protects during various stages of processing & environmental conditions
- Adheres to the surface, stays adhered and removes cleanly when the job is done
- Films can be applied to the surface by hand or through machine lamination

Pregis PolyMask Protects at Every Step

1. SERVICE CENTER
   - POLISHING
   - BUFFING
   - PROTECTING

2. MANUFACTURING
   - BENDING
   - FORMING
   - EMBOSsing
   - PUNCHING

3. SHIPPING
   - NO SCRATCHING
   - NO MARRING
   - NO DAMAGE

4. Happy Customer!
We are a leading manufacturer of innovative packaging solutions and protective products. We solve our customer's toughest business challenges with packaging so they can create customers for life. We do this by delivering creative solutions to packaging challenges and leveraging a material neutral portfolio.